Adı, Soyadı: .........................................

Sınıfı / No: .........................................

Vocabulary

architect: mimar

artist: sanatçı

astronaut: astronot

cook: aşçı

dentist: diş doktoru

driver: şoför

engineer: mühendis

farmer: çiftçi

hairdresser: kuaför

lawyer: avukat

manager: yönetici

mechanic: tamirci

nurse: hemşire

occupation: meslek

retired: emekli

salesman /
saleswoman: satıcı

sew: dikmek

singer: şarkıcı

scientist: bilim
insanı

vet: veteriner

waiter / waitress:
garson

UNIT 6

actor: aktör

tailor: terzi

teacher: öğretmen

worker: işçi

WORKSHEET GRADE 6

sew

doctor

1. A: What is your mother’s 			

vet

occupation

retired

?

B: She is a waitress. She serves food and drinks at a restaurant.
2. My father is 			
now. He was a hairdresser three years ago.
3. Angela’s mother is a tailor. She can 				 beautiful dresses for her.
4. My sister wants to be a 				

. She wants to examine patients.

5. I want to find a good 				

for my cat’s operation and to buy animal food.
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EXERCISE 3: Fill in the blanks with the words given.

EXERCISE 2: Circle the correct option.
1

Mary is a(n) architect / worker. She can design buildings.

2

Dave is a doctor/ dentist. He can treat the diseases of your teeth.

3

I’m a/an actor / cook. I work in the kitchen. I can prepare delicious meals.

4

Mike is a waiter / manager. He works in a restaurant. He can take orders and serve.

5

Dorothy is a farmer / saleswoman. She can sell goods at a shop.

6

I’m a nurse / lawyer. I work in a hospital. I can help the doctors and look after patients.

EXERCISE 3: Match the tools with the occupations.

1

ARTIST

2

SCIENTIST

HAIRDRESSER

3

ASTRONAUT

4

5

EXERCISE 4: Solve the puzzle.

6

1

ACROSS
2. I can repair cars.
6. I have students. I can teach them a lot of things.
7. I grow fruit and vegetables.
DOWN
1. I can drive cars and lorries.
3. I can build roads, bridges and buildings.
4. I can defend people at courts.
5. I can act in movies.

TAILOR

2

3

4
5
6
7
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SINGER

